
TECTONIC ARCHITECTURE STUDIO

The studio is organised as an intensive 'laboratory' on aesthetical, theoretical, scientific and practical issues defining
tectonics as a discourse within architecture .

The studio is rooted in the premise that material inquiry fosters both the experiential and the conceptual, and is
both spatially and formally generative. And in this building, architecture and the urban landscape seem to
merge into a fertile scenery of urban ambiances, while simultaneously answering functional and technical
demands for parking, rainwater management, and protection from heat and wind. At this point, contemporary
sensibility would suggest the abandonment of the motif. However, where landscape urbanism on the one hand
addresses the urban landscape as surface and process, tectonic theory conceives architecture as a combination
of structure and form. Cities are expanding upwards and outwards, and the sustainable solutions practised
today need to be scaled up to accommodate the prospects of future urban populations. The final product of the
studio will scale up to a body scale installation. The architect defines space and experience with material and
the understanding of the material media is critical to the finesse of the built form. Tectonic investigation The
challenge of this studio as well as the benefit of timber is that the structure does the work of the expression in
the built form. As architects, we can invent with structure, and doing so allows this one material to function as
the architectural agent: simultaneously the element of spatial definition, structure, and finish. As such, the
current material culture in China may be ready to move toward timber again. The architect defines space and
experience with material and the understanding of the material media is critical to the finesse of the built form.
Tectonic investigation The challenge of this studio as well as the benefit of timber is that the structure does the
work of the expression in the built form. Material in architecture is part of the repertoire for invention. This
happened to the details of the classical orders as they moved from wood construction to stone construction.
Thus, the question of improving the liveability of the urban environment that forms the scope of the present
paper is intimately linked to the delicate notion of ambiance understood as a means for describing the
atmosphere of a given space. Analytically, the case study is examined through site visits and drawings and
records of form, structure, surface and coherence, using the architectural section as a method to capture the
relation between building and landscape. A flexible building structure gives spatial, well-lit working areas
placed around the cylindrical cores, in which stairs, elevators, toilets and technical shafts are locatedâ€¦ â€¦the
facades have storey-high glass sections in an alternating compositional rhythm with characteristic retracted
floor structures coated with copper. How might this merge with the historic use of timber in China?
Historically in architecture, developments in the technologies of materials serve as catalysts for new languages
of architecture. But what is liveability? The final product of the studio will scale up to a body scale
installation. This studio works not from the scale of the social and cultural engagement down to the material
resolution but instead from the material considerations up to the scale of the social. Continuing this line of
thought, the paper identifies a potential to develop the theory of landscape urbanism further, by juxtaposing it
with tectonic architectural theory, thereby pursuing the outline of an analytical framework that bridges the
urban and architectural concept of ambiance. As such, the current material culture in China may be ready to
move toward timber again. But each individual discipline is of limited value in responding to the range and
diversity of contemporary urban issues. This intensive studio is part of a larger program to reintroduce the top
professional architecture schools in China to the use of wood as a structural material. Smaller scale exploration
will be the essential investigative tools of the studio. In construction the suite of nouns we use to describe
tectonic relationships stress, tolerance, tension, connection share their meanings with the language of human
relationships. In this plan, situated on the first site encountered from the inner city, the bank development
could be perceived as a gateway into this new green, urban landscape see illustration 2. This happened to the
details of the classical orders as they moved from wood construction to stone construction. Thus, the challenge
of tomorrow comes from the comprehensive increase in population in central agglomerations identified around
the world: the challenge of urban densification. Consequently, the main question posed to architects and urban
designers is: how are sustainable designs realised as complex layered technical solutions, while still creating
liveable, sensory and experience-rich urban environments? The ability to invent with any material is based on
the understanding of and experimentation with that media. As such, it will work from research into the
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tectonic arrangement of timber and its connections. Seemingly, none of these interpretations can be ignored,
so a liveable city should include fragments of all of them.


